
GLOBAL HR

YOUR PEOPLE MATTER MOST

We Drive Engagement. 
Engagement Drives Growth. 



Reimagine Workforce Management

Fundamental shifts are taking place everywhere: from jobs to in-the-moment skills; from supporting collaboration through in-person 
proximity to supporting collaboration remotely and just-in-time. These shifts are reshaping the workplace and workforce—and work itself. 
Emphasis is shifting toward quicker decisions and enhancing employee engagement. And as a result, it has become more important than 
ever for organizations to streamline processes, empower workforce, collaborate across the organization, and align teams with strategic 
business initiatives. Organizations should be able to rely on their systems to guide them through these changes. Tapplent’s suite of 
innovative cloud applications help organizations to re-examine HR processes & employee engagement by leveraging latest advances in 
technology and data analytics.  Built as a single centralized engine – with a single source for data, single user experience and single security 
model, it offers organizations a cloud-based system that evolves to meet changing business objectives in a changing world. However, 
Tapplent also serves well to transition from other systems, and support hybrid systems, while you examine your workforce, address
acquisition, divestiture and/or merger options and look to take costs out or shift from inefficient processes and systems. The user-
friendly, global system also ensures that customers are always on the latest version with current capabilities, whether they are on a browser 
or mobile device.  
Tapplent Get Work Done is one of its kind and fulfils the entire life cycle spectrum of the employee, be it Workforce Planning, 
Onboarding, Recruiting, Performance and Goals, Learning, Compensation, and Succession and Development – with each solution being 
well established in its area. Every solution can bring you greater value when powered with People Analytics, so you can better 
understand your workforce and the effects of talent decisions on business performance.

Manage Global Workforce 

When your global information comes from one unified source, it’s always current and available anytime, anywhere. Tapplent is built to be 
adaptable & scalable such that you can manage global operations while accommodating for local variations. 
Localization needs for 50+ countries is supported on the employee profile and associated. workflow to ensure you meet global & local 
compliance.

Manage all employment types 

When your global information comes from one unified source, it’s always current and available anytime, anywhere. Tapplent is built to be 
adaptable & scalable such that you can manage global operations while accommodating for local variations. 
Localization needs for 50+ countries is supported on the employee profile and associated. workflow to ensure you meet global & local 
compliance. And regardless of whether its part-time, intern, contingent, contract, retirees or consultants, Tapplent is built to handle 
different scenarios to address gig economy needs and flexibility in deployment of your talent. Security permissions, data access rights, 
workflows and processes can all be configured to suit needs of different employment categories  wihile ensuring government and 
regulatory compliance

Manage for strategic activities: mergers, acquisitions and oversight
Given the combination for easy upload and implementation of data on all forms of accessible talent – Organizations can use Tapplent to 
manage through significant migration processes, be it mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, down-sizing or seasonal optimizations. 
Tapplent can not only add, move or amend org structures on the fly, but also give great management visibility to effective workforce 
planning and optimization needs.  It also means that Tapplent can sit side-by-side along other systems of record, so as you migrate data 
cleanly and completely, without having to be beholden to an implementation process which may be unsuitable or outdated.

Employee Experience
Tapplent’s simple interface across the entire suite stimulates people to use the intuitive applications. By committing to a “People at 
the Center”, Tapplent addresses new expectations around employee experience and contributes to supporting needs around 
wellness, mentoring and connection.



Tapplent organization flexible architecture helps to 
define org charts & hierarchies to map different 
scenarios including matrix reporting. The talent profile 
captures employees personal & 
professional attributes, employment data, history, salary 
structure, benefits, eligibility rules, and all associated 
Talent Management information to provide 
comprehensive view of 
individual. The approval & forms routing workflows are 
easy to configure and can be managed by business 
users, no need of IT support. Reports, dashboards, and 
scorecards are easy to 
configure, change, update, and publish. And because 
transactional and analytical data are in the same system, 
you can drill into data and act on it from anywhere.

Flexible & Configurable Core 
HR Platform – Organization 
Structure, Approvals & Reports 

ü Talent Master 
ü Organization Management
ü Workforce Planning
ü Capability Management
ü Recruiting
ü Talent Management
ü Performance, Goals, Check-Ins, 
ü Calibration, 360 Feedback
ü Career, Succession 
ü Learning & Development
ü Pre, On & Off Boarding
ü Absence Management
ü Benefits Administration
ü Compensation Management
ü Employee Engagement
ü Employee & Manager Self Service
ü Contingent Workforce Management
ü Policy Management & Document 

Generation
ü Reporting & Insights
ü Get Work Done



Intuitive Employee 
& Manager Self Service

Tapplent’s user friendly interface is one stop 
shop for all employee and manager self-
service actions right from applying leave to 
enrolling for benefits and 
looking up salary and job information. The 
Tapplent mobile app allows for completing 
that self-service actions on the go on a tablet 
or smart phone.

Global at the Core

Tapplent seamlessly integrates common global 
practices and supports unique local 
requirements, offering a unified view of your 
global business. Tapplent can be utilized to serve 
the underserved areas of your business: either 
those whose pace is either too advanced for your 
current systems/deployment or operating in a 
largely manual situation.

Technology – Intelligent, 
Easy to Use

Tapplent technology platforms keep you agile as the rate of 
change accelerates. From configurable security to 
extensible frameworks, we assist you intelligently to adapt 
at the speed of the business.  We thrive for innovation and 
push the envelope of what is possible.

A common theme across the suite, Tapplent’s
Get Work Done capabilities allow contextual 
collaboration, predictive analytics, surveys, and 
search enabling high engagement and 
productivity. 

A common theme across the suite, Tapplent’s
Get Work Done capabilities allow contextual 
collaboration, predictive analytics, surveys, and 
search enabling high engagement and 
productivity. 

Get Work Done Compliance & Updates 



Find out more:
info@tapplent.com

(415) 417-9313


